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Abstract
,.;:__---

Go to:

The most common mechanism for human exposure to hantaviruses throughout North America is
inhalation of virally contaminated particulates. However, risk factors associated with exposure to
particulates potentially contaminated with hantaviruses are generally not well understood. In North
America, Sin Nombre virus (SNV) is the most common hantavirus that infects humans, causing
hantavirus pulmonary syndrome, which has a significant mortality rate (approximately 35%). We
investigated human exposure to particulate matter and evaluated the effects of season, location (sylvan
and peridomestic environment), and activity (walking and sweeping) on generation of particulates at the
breathing zone (1.5 m above the ground). We found greater volumes of small inhalable particulates
during the spring and summer compared to the fall and winter seasons and greater volumes of small
inhalable particulates produced in peri domestic, compared to sylvan, environments. Also, greater
volumes of particulates were generated at the breathing zone while walking compared to sweeping.
Results suggest that more aerosolized particles were generated during the spring and summer months.
Our findings suggest that simply moving around in buildings is a significant source of human exposure
to particulates, potentially contaminated with SNV, during spring and summer seasons. These findings
could be advanced by investigation of what particle sizes SNV is most likely to attach to, and where in
the respiratory tract humans become infected.
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Introduction Go to:

Aerosolized virally contaminated particulates are the major source of human exposure to hantaviruses
globally. In North America, Sin Nombre virus (SNV, Bunyaviridae: Hantavirus) is responsible for the
majority ofhantavirus pulmonary syndrome (RPS) cases, many of which (approximately 35%) are
fatal. This virus was first recognized in 1993 in the Four Corners region of the United States (Arizona,
New Mexico, Colorado, and Utah) (Nichol et al. 1993) following this outbreak. The reservoir host for
SNV was determined to be the widespread, native deer mouse (Peromyscus maniculatus). Since 1993,
numerous ecological studies have focused on SNV dynamics in deer mouse populations, but few studies
have investigated the mechanisms of human exposure. Here, we investigate human exposure to
aerosolized and potentially virally contaminated particulate matter.
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The capability ofhantaviruses to survive outside the host is critical for the transmission dynamics
within rodent populations and from rodents to humans (Schmaljohn et al. 1998; Kallio et al. 2006;
Gedeon et al. 2010). Research suggests that humans have the greatest risk of SNV exposure during the
early to middle period of the deer mouse breeding season (spring-summer) when SNV transmission
among deer mice, and consequently human exposure risk, is likely greatest (Childs et al. 1995a; Zeitz et
al. 1995; Mills 2005). Exposure is typically associated with sweeping and cleaning activities within
peridomestic settings, but may also occur in sylvan settings (Mills et al. 1999). The number ofl-IPS
cases has been greatest in rural peridomestic environments, where SNV transmission among deer mice
is greater than adjacent sylvan settings (Armstrong et al. 1995; Childs et al. 1995a; Zeitz et al. 1995).
Sweeping or cleaning in peridomestic settings such as barns and outbuildings, could increase human
exposure risk to aerosolized particles contaminated with SNV from deer mouse excreta (Armstrong et
al. 1995; Childs et al. 1995b; Zeitz et al. 1995). Furthermore, SNV contaminated particulate matter has
been hypothesized to survive longer within peridomestic settings because the virus is sheltered from
external environmental conditions, such as wind and ultraviolet radiation, that would disperse the
contaminated deer mouse excreta and degrade the virus (Carver et al. 2010; Gedeon et al. 2010).

Little is known about how human use of peridomestic settings contributes to potential SNV exposure
(Cline et al. )010). More specifically, human exposure to particulate matter potentially contaminated
with SNV has not been studied. Here, we investigated particle exposure while walking through and
sweeping in peridomestic and sylvan settings. We hypothesized that there would be a greater
concentration of inhalable aerosolized particulate matter generated within peri domestic environments
than in sylvan environments due to particulate accumulation within a confined space (buildings).
Furthermore, we hypothesized that sweeping or cleaning activities would generate greater
concentrations of aerosol particulate due to large amounts of dust and debris being disturbed. Finally,
we expected that there would be greater volumes of aerosol particulate in the spring and summer
seasons when most cases ofHPS are contracted.

Materials and Methods
---------------------------

Go to:

Study Sites and Sampling

We selected four replicate sampling locations (latitude, longitude) in western Montana: a ranch near
Cascade (46.993, -11l.577); a ranch near Anaconda (46.038, -112.791); a ranch near Twin Bridges
(45.406, -112.448); and a ranch near Glen (45.516, -112.696). At each site, we designated one
sampling location as a peridomestic environment (bam) and one as a sylvan environment (field).

The barns all contained corrals, soil, and straw floors and large sliding or swinging doors on each end of
the structure. We chose barns because they represent the kind of environments in which humans may
become exposed to SNV (Cline et al. 2010). Deer mice utilize a wide variety of sylvan habitat types
(i.e., Mills et al. 1998; Douglass et al. 2001) and, here, we focused on nearby (50 m from peridomestic
sites) areas containing soil, gravel, and rocks subjected to outdoor elements characteristic of each
season in Montana, and representative of sylvan settings frequently used by deer mice (Douglass et al.
2001; Jay et al. 1997; Mills et al. 1998; Otteson et al. 1996). These settings contained comparable
substrate (particularly open soil) to periodomestic sites, and a potential source of particles (dust from
soil particulates) that could become infected with SNV resulting in human exposure.

We sampled each site once a month during the fall, winter, spring, and summer seasons and under
climatic conditions considered "typical" for those seasons. Sampling occurred during the afternoon and
consisted of a 30 min particulate matter sample collection while walking, and a 30 min particulate
matter sample collection while sweeping with 10 min between periods in both peri domestic and sylvan
environments. Both walking and sweeping were performed by a single individual within 3 m of two
different air samplers. We placed samplers on stands in the center of the barn lane 1.5 m above ground
level. Height of the sampler was intended to reflect an approximate "typical" zone in which individuals
inhale and exhale (hereafter referred to as the "breathing zone"). We acknowledge that the height of an
individual varies depending on activity, but examination of the elevation profile in particle production
was beyond the scope of this study. Walking and sweeping actions were undertaken in circular patterns
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within 3 m surrounding the sample units. We randomized the order oflocation and activity during data
collection at each site, to avoid potential temporal bias in the data.

We used a Lighthouse model30l6 direct reading laser particle counter and an SKC Airchek'" personal
sampling pump (model 224-PCXR4) in accordance with occupational safety and health guidelines to
sample inhalable particulate matter. The lighthouse particle counter records particle counts at six
simultaneous cut points: 0.3, 0.5, 1.0,5.0, and 10.0 um, During each sample collection, protection from
potential SNV exposure was provided by wearing protective eyewear, a respirator fitted with PlOO
filters and nitrile gloves, in accordance with institutional OHS guidelines. There were technical
challenges encountered while sampling that resulted in occasional sampling efforts being abandoned. In
particular, environmental limitations in functioning of the sampler precluded data collection outside
during snowfall events. On occasion, equipment malfunctions precluded collection of a small number of
samples. However, the majority (75%) of sampling attempts were successful.

Analyses

To examine the effects of season, location (peridomestic vs. sylvan), and activity (sweeping vs.
walking) on the amount of particulate matter for each particle size category, we evaluated the data using
a one way ANOYA. Prior to analysis, data were evaluated for normality and equality of variances using
Shapiro-Wilk's test of normality and Levene's test for equality of variances, respectively. Non-normal
data were normalized by log transformation. Where significant effects were observed, Tukey's post-hoc
tests were used to evaluate differences among treatment groups.

Results------------- Go to:

Walking and sweeping produced particles at the breathing zone (1.5 m above the ground) in both
peridomestic and sylvan locations and during all seasons (Fig. I). Across all activities, locations and
seasons, large average volumes of particles were produced in the smallest particle size category (0.3
urn, Fig. la) and the volume of aerosolized particles produced per minute declined with increasing
particle size.

Figure 1
Particles produced while inside (white) or outside (gray),
performing sweeping (hatched) or walking (clear), throughout each
season in central and southwest Montana 2011-2012. Numbers
represent mean (±SD) number of particles produced per ...

We observed greater particle count concentrations in spring and summer relative to fall and winter
seasons for particle sizes Sl urn (Fig. la-c; Table 1). However, this observation did not hold for
particle sizes> 1 urn (Fig. ld-j). We also observed a general trend for greater particle production in
peridomestic settings, than sylvan (Fig. 1; Table 1). This observation, however, was only significant for
the 0.5 urn particle size category. We found that at the height of the sampler, a greater volume of
particles was aerosolized per minute from walking than sweeping for particle sizes el um (Fig. la-c;
Table 1). For particle sizes :::;2.5um, there was a trend for disproportionately more particles to be
produced from walking in peri domestic locations than in sylvan settings, relative to sweeping in either
location (Fig. Id; Table 1).

Table 1
Effects of Season, Location, Activity and Interactions on the
Number of Particles Produced per Minute in Central and Southwest
Montana 2011-2012.

Discussion Go to:

Despite the apparent importance of inhalation of virally contaminated particulates during common
human activity in hantavirus exposure, the topic has not been well studied. To address the lack of study,
we investigated the effects of season, location (inside vs. outside), and activity (walking vs. sweeping)
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on particulate exposure at the breathing zone (1.5 m above the ground). Our discoveries about
particulate aerosolization and disturbance open a new avenue of research into potential SNV exposure,
in relation to when particles may be contaminated with virus. We found significant aerosolization of
small (:::::1urn) particulate matter at the breathing zone and, as expected, this declined with increasing
particle size. There is currently no information on the binding of SNV shed on to particulates in the
environment, but if SNV binds primarily to small particulates sizes or is aerosolized as a small
particulate itself, then our results suggest significant exposure risk. We also found a general increase in
small particulate matter within the peridomestic environment, as compared to sylvan settings. This
effect could be due to the lack of ambient moisture and stifled air flow within peri domestic settings,
compared to sylvan settings, resulting in peridomestic environments being more suitable for small
particles to linger at the breathing zone. Greater aerosolization of small particles in peridomestic
environments is consistent with our initial hypothesis, and reinforces the findings of other studies
suggesting greater human exposure risk in peridomestic versus exposure in sylvan settings (Armstrong
et al. 1995; Gedeon et al. 20 10).

Contrary to our initial hypothesis, we found that walking aerosolized significantly more small
particulate matter (~2.5 urn) at the breathing zone than sweeping. This finding has important
implications for exposure risk to SNV. Ifhuman exposure is a function of the amount ofSNV shed into
the environment, the amount of particulate exposure (Carver et al. 2010) and persistence of virus in the
environment (Kallio et al. 2006), then simply moving around in buildings (which is more common than
sweeping) may pose a significantly greater infection risk than sweeping. We acknowledge that this
result appears counterintuitive, because sweeping produces a visually greater amount of particulates,
and other studies suggest sweeping may be an important determinant of human exposure to SNV
(Armstrong et al. 1995). Our results suggest that walking lifts more small particulate matter higher (up
to the 1.5 m height of the sampler), whereas sweeping appears to aerosolize particulates at a lower
elevation. It is important to note that both activities produce large amounts of small particulate matter at
the breathing zone, and the difference between walking and sweeping does not necessarily exclude
potential exposure to SNV by one method or the other. In addition, our experimental design assumed
that particulate exposure took place at 1.5 m above the ground. This altitude will likely vary among
individuals performing the activities, thus possibly submitting individuals varied particle exposure. We
hypothesize that sweeping produces significantly more particulate matter at lower vertical profiles, and
that there may be an interaction between activity type and height of SNV exposure risk.

This study also demonstrates that small particle aerosolization is greatest in summer and spring. This is
an important finding because spring and summer is when most SNV transmission takes place among
deer mice, and when most human cases of RPS occur (Zeitz et al. 1995; Douglass et al. 2001; Kuenzi et
al. 200 I). Furthermore, it has been shown that humans are likely to enhance the frequency of activities
within peridomestic settings that aerosolize particulate matter during these seasons, such as walking in
and out of buildings, sweeping and cleaning (Cline et al. 2010). Taken together, these findings suggest
that human exposure to virally contaminated particulates may result from the additive effect of
increased seasonal transmission in the reservoir host, increased seasonal use of buildings and activities
within buildings, and increased propensity of particulates to be aerosolized during the spring and
summer months. Additional research that would be valuable to further understand human exposure risk
would be to determine which size particulates SNV typically binds. It is also unclear how far the SNV
contaminated particles must penetrate into respiratory system for humans to become infected.

We experienced two challenges in this study that had some influence on data collection. We were
unable to use the particle sampler when there was precipitation-as a result we avoided sampling when
environmental conditions produced rain or snow. However, we were not always able to avoid such
conditions and on occasion were unable to collect data from some sites, particularly outside during
winter. This likely inflated the standard deviations in our data, but we believe the data are still broadly
representative. The second challenge we encountered was occasional equipment malfunctions in the
recording of data. This problem was rarely encountered and every effort was made to re-sample the site
within the season when these instances occurred. Nevertheless, there were three occasions where we
were unable to re-sample, due to the remoteness of some of our sites. Despite these challenges the
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majority of sampling was successful, and the impact of weather and equipment failures on the outcomes
of this study appear minimal.

In conclusion, this study contributes to a broader understanding of human exposure to particulate matter
potentially contaminated with SNV. In particular, particulate exposure at the breathing zone (1.5 m)
appears greatest while walking in peridomestic settings during summer and spring. Greater particle
exposure while walking compared to sweeping in buildings, suggests an elevated potential for SNV
exposure than previously recognized. Differences in particle exposure among seasons and between
peridomestic and sylvan environments coincide with known timing and locations of human exposure to
SNV. Our results suggest there may be an additive effect of SNV dynamics in the deer mouse reservoir,
human activities and propensity of particulate matter to be aerosolized that contribute to HPS incidence.
In light of findings in this study, itwould be valuable for future research on human exposure risk to
SNV to (1) examine how vertical profile influences particulate exposure, (2) to screen particulate matter
for SNV contamination, and (3) determine particle sizes to which SNV is most likely to bind.
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